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In the first se&on we discusiar gkxs that.. wn be mapped onto metric spaces. 
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is-a bdtary property, then thy characterizations Ican be formulated without usin 
Id 131. A sequence 2 = {(CB,,, A, , w,,)},,~~I will be called a sieve of Y if 
each 9” ;(I)(o): cy E A,} is a co& of Y and n, : A,,+1 + A, is such tha#t for cy E A,, 
D(a) = l-j {D(cr’): v&z’) - a}. If each B,, is, as an indexed cover, locally finite and 
closed (point-finite and og~@, ,tier~ 9 1@11 be called a locally finite closed (point- 
finite o&k) sieve. A seq&ey ~{~O(U,,)},,~I, wPlkt~ (Y,, GA,, and n,(au,+~) = Q,, for 
n * 1, will ‘be called a t&ad of @. 
Theomm 1.1.A. For any slpace Y the following are equivalent: 
(1) Y i3 4 perfect image of a space from P(metric), 
(2) Yhus ~1 locally fini&? closed skve 9 = {(P,,, A,,, w,,)}, a_ 1suck that the btersection 
of each thread of $r‘has the prop&y 9. 
Furthermore, if 9 is hereditary with respect to closed sets, then (1) is equivalerrt o : 
(3) Y hcs a sequence (9 ) ,, n ,I of locally finite closed covers such that for each 
YE Yand {&},,,l with yEF,ES”forn%l, f&,*1 F,&? 
Theorem 1.l.B. For any space Y the following are equivalent: 
(1) Y is an open and compact image of ci space from P(metric), 
(2) Y has a point-finite open sieve v = (( 4/;1, A,,, w”)},,,~ such that the interst rrbn 
of each thread of V has the property 9. 
Furthermote, if 9p is a hereditary property, then (1) is equivalent to : 
(3) Y has a sequence (s/;l),,zl of point-finite open covers suck that for each y E Y 
and (Vn)nrI with y E V, E 5/“, for n 2 1, n,,a.l V,, E 9. 
We shall prove Theorem 1 t 1 .A; tlx proof of B is similar. 
Proof of Theorem 1.l.A. The implication (I)=+ (2) is obvious. To prove (2H (11, 
consider kf f @(A,, 7fn) win&h t e Baire metric [J, 4.2.121 and put 
X =L: {(Y, kd) G y x hf: Y G rtl wd. nrl 
Let f and p be the restrictions to X of the projections of Y x M onto Y and M 
respectively. Clearly the fibers of p have the property P and the fibers of f are 
compact. Thus X E P(matric) and it is sufficient to prove chat f is a closed mapping. 
Let U be a neighbourhood f f -* (y ) in Y x A4 FrorA the compactness of f -‘( y ), 
it follows [S, 3.2.101 that for some V open in Y anE m 3 1, 
r-‘(y?c Vx Btpf ‘(y), l/m)c W. 
(y). To skew that f '( W)c U, take y’~ W and 
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uai to P(metric of weight St). 
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t.1. Let .x “I 7, u c;? the Alexandroff double circle [5,3.1.26]. The 
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ncmnd; finite expansions Q&k = { Un,k(F): F 
Of conMing of functionally open sets such that F = nk 1 Un,#J) for F 
[S, 5.2.5,5,5,18]. Thus, by virtue of 0.2, YE gb(metric), 
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TNB&Dw~_S,;G.U Assume t&at 911 is heredittiry with tvspect to closed sets. If a collection - 
w&e normal &v&e f is an Q&n and compact ima,ge of a space X E P(metric), then 
Y E 9 (metric). 
hooh tit -W’m An, ~Ahtiat be a point-finite open sieve of Y suck that the 
intersection of each thread of v has the property 9’. Since Y is coilectioinwise 
normal, each v., has a (~clocally finite functionally op(en refinement %n [5,5.3.3]. 
If YE Un &“forn 2:1,then,byvirtueof[S, 3.2.¶3], thereexistsathread{V(a,)},,l 
0f T such that n”,, un Cn,,, V(a,). Thus each closed subset of nnI 
the property 9 and, from 0.2, it follows that YE P(metric). 
B& X62. If Y in Theorems 1.2 is an image of a space X E @(separable metric), 
then each #, (A,,) is countable and the collectionwise normality of Y can be replaced 
by normality. The assumption X E P&parable metric) is, by virtue of Remark 1.1, 
fulfilled if discrete collections of subsets of Y are of cardinality not greate .rth>!n 
con&mm, Thu the assumption that Y is collectionwise normal can be replaced 
by the assumption that Y is normal and discrete collecctions of subsets of Y are of 
cardinality not greater than continuum. 
If !P is the property of being a one-point set, then we obtain the Mowing 
corollaries (the separable version for perfect mappings1 follows from [9]>. 
Corollary 1.2.A. If a collectionwise normal (normal) and perfect space Y is a petfect 
image of a space X with a weaker (separable) met& topology, then Y has a weaker 
(separable) metric topology. 
Coz~llary 1.2.B. If a collectionwise normal (normal) space Y is an open and compact 
image of a space X with a wedker (separable) metric topology, ‘hen Y has a weaker 
(separable ) metric topology. 
Example 1.1 shows that the assumption thnt Y is perfect in Theorem 1.2.A is 
essential. An exollmple constructed in [M] (see [M]) shows that this assumption is 
also esserttial in Corollary 1.2.A. 
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asrd (aGV(x): x E X} for giv4WxWetions (reMions) R and R’. Xn particular, 
R OR-‘(X)=U{R(d): x’ER-‘!x)} 
=U(R(x’): x rR(x’)) 
= St(x, @) where * = {R(x): x E X}. 
If @ is an arbitrary cover of X and R(x) = n B(x), then R is a transitive and 
ref&xive -relet&i and R”(x) = XNJ (B\B(x)). The relation R induces a new cover 
9’= {R(x): x E X}. It is easy to see that n C(x) = R(x) and, consequentlgr, 
x\l&l (soqW(x)) 42-‘(x). 
pllloolt 00 ‘f%eorem 2.1.A. The implications (i j $ (2) _ir (3 j i (4 j =+ (5) are obvious. 
To prove (5) 3 (6), take a sequence (84’ ,, ,, 4 1 of covers of X as in (5) and put }
Let %,, = {C&,(x): x E X}. Clearly 42, is an open cover of X, From the remarks 
preceding the proof, it follows that 
fW,(x)= Udx)=E;‘(x) and X\U (TV,\%,) = EJxb. 
Thus each qn is interior preserving and (ii’) is equivalent o (ii). From (ii’), it follows 
tW nn,, U,-’ (x) G nrl,r V,(x). Therefore the relation n, a 1 UH is symmetric and 
(i’) is equivalent to (i). 
TO prove (6) 3 (l), take a sequence {Q&}” as of covers of X as in (6). Assume, 
witPdsut loss of the generality, that %,, = {J/,(x): x E X), where Un (x) = n 42, (x) and 
U&(x) G UN(x) for n jzrp 1 and x E X. 
Clearly, R =nnrl U’ is a reflexive and transitive relation and (ii’) implies that 
it is symmetric. Thus R is an equivalence r lation and (i’) says that the equivalence 
classes of R satisfy 9? 
If K(x)E afl and X’E L&(X), then R(x’& Y,(x’)G &I,&), which shows that the 
elements of each %, are saturated with respect o R. 
Zf X’E W(x) and n 2 I, then X‘E &(x), whi& implies LT,,(x’) c U.&x) and slhows, 
by the symmetry of R, that UJx’) = U&). 
Let Z be the set of equivalence classes of .I? and p a natural function from X 
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Lemma 2.2.8. If Vis a point-firrite open cover of a perfect space Y, then there exists 
t% couFW!&? fm?d& (T } si bjPf sf point-finite open mvers of Y satisfying 
(i’j r]Vti(y)SnY(y)-foiyE Yardi, jbl, 
(ii’) fur each jr e Y thee exist i, j a k such that 
Y\U (vkj\‘y’il(Y )) 4 fl v(Y )* 
Ptwot of ‘Leni1@~2.2;A. Since 9 is closed and locally finite,, it follows that the sets 
Yr = {y E Y: IP(y)I 6 ij me open. Thus Yr = U/&l &, where & are closed in Y. Put 
$Q = SU{F~,~}. Qtwioiuly (i;) is satisfied. To see (ii), take y G Y and let i = 1 
We have y E Yi and, consequently,  E I$ for a certain j a 1. 
Let us check that these i and j satisfy (ii) for y. If 
y’Ef~~l(y)=:FLInn~(y)E Yrd-wb4 
then IS( 6 i = IS(y)1 and S(y) G ZF(y’). Therefore S(y’) = S(y) and Y’E 
YUMV%))~ 
‘The proof of Lemma 2.2.B is dual to the above proof. We shall indicate how 
to construct ‘Qi from V: Let Yi = {y E Y: IV(y)1 F! i). Clearly, Yi is open in Y and, 
consequently, Yi = Ulal F&, where F& are closed in Y. Then K,, = y v { Y\fi,J 
satisfy (i’) and (ii’). 
The foliowing two theorems can be easilv derived from Lemmas 2.2 and . 
Theorems 2. f 1 
‘koremn %%A. Assume that 9 is kreditary with respect to closed sets. If a perfect 
space Y is a perfect image of a space X G SP(developable Tl), then Y E P(developabr”e 
TII- 
Theorenr 2+2.& Assume that 9 is hereditary with respect to closed sets. If a peafeci 
space Y is an open and compact image of a space X E P(metric), then Y E 
9 (metacompact developable Tl). 
Theorems 2.2 are related to Theorems 1.2 by the fo!!rrGklg: 
ssume th itary with respect o closed sets. If Y E 
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!P of being a compact space). 
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